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Product Number Pack Size Carton Qty.

16321 150g 12

ABOUT  THE PRODUCT

Wynn’s Airco Fresh+ is a concentrated non-toxic solution in an aerosol form, that is designed to remove 
the odours, bacterial and fungal growth caused by mould, mildew and bacteria typically found in the 
vehicle’s Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning system (HVAC).

WYNN’S AIRCO FRESH+

Wynn’s Airco Fresh kills bacterial and fungal growth at their source. Its microbial action kills the bacteria 
and mould that builds up on the evaporator.

Wynn’s Airco Fresh carries a mild “vanilla” scent that will help return that preferred smell to the vehicle. It is 
designed as an extremely easy to use, hands free product that will produce excellent de-odorising results, 
especially as a maintenance type product.

ADVANTAGES

Wynn’s Manufactured & Distributed by ITW AAMTech
An Illinois Tool Works Company, 1-9 Nina Link, Dandenong VIC 3175
Tel: 1800 177 989 | Email: wynnsaus@wynns.net | Website: www.wynnspro.com.au
ABN 63 004 235 063
The data concerning properties and applications of the indicated products are offered in good faith and are based on our research and practical 
experiences. Due to the versatility of the application possibilities, it is impossible to mention all details and we do not assume any obligations or 
responsibilities resulting from this. When a new edition appears due to the technical development, the preceding data are no longer valid.
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WYNN’S AIRCO FRESH+

BENEFITS

Eliminates bacterial and fungal growth, and associated odour.

Freshens and removes odours from vehicle interior surfaces. 

Aerosol package that has locking nozzle for easy automatic dispensing. 

Pleasant, mild vanilla smell. 
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De-odorising aerosol fog circulates through the entire heating, ventilation and air conditioning system. 

Leaves the entire interior vehicle environment fresher and cleaner smelling. 

Requires no tools or special applicators
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1. Move the passenger seat as far back as possible. 
2.  Shake well and place the aerosol can in the passenger footwell directly in front of the passenger seat (Do not 

place the aerosol can under the dashboard or adjacent to the recirculation fan. If there is insufficient room in 
the passenger footwell such as in small vehicles, place the aerosol can in a flat board on the passenger seat) .

3. Face the locking nozzle to the rear of the vehicle. 
4. Start engine and leave running .
5. Turn A/C on and set temperature to cold. 
6. Set fan to max.
7. Set to Recirculate. 
8.  Activate can, lock down the nozzle to the open the aerosol spray 

(The aerosol spray action lasts approximately 3 minutes). 
9. Close the doors and windows and do not remain in car, leave for 10 minutes. 
10. Turn off engine and open windows/doors 
11. Ventilate for a further 10 – 30 minutes prior to vehicle entry. (Depending on passengers sensitivity to odour)

DIRECTIONS OF USE

Wynn’s Airco Fresh+ is formulated to provide the following benefits:

Wynn’s Airco Fresh+ is suitable for carpeting, headliner and upholstery and to freshen the 
vehicle interior in general.  

APPLICATIONS
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